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Statement

everyday is a holiday. life is a noisy festival. celebration.
Saturday night fever as a confession room. 
before the night falls how do you feel, what are your expectations, how do you prepare yourself for
going out, not just physically, but emotionally? What kind of fever we would like to have, is it butterfly
effect or something else...?Participants will be mainly women who applied through
zanapoliakov.com web site for a 15 minutes intimate and personal interview in front of the camera,
surrounded by a nice set up, shot in the-making-the-video or behind-the-scenes style, the
interviewer or the host will be zana poliakov. But even during the pause, the camera will be switched
on. The whole thing is really about intimacy, conversation in the video but actually between two
persons. So, during the shooting only applied participant and the host will be present in the studio.
For others access is denied until the break or they can just have a peek through the bouncers
shoulders... but for those who are online, they will have absolutely fresh updates.
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Internet pioneer, tackling the questions of digital Age, original and copy, consumer's society and
new age lifestyle and philosophy. since 1996. - when she starts professional career developing her
own concept of visual communication where artist overcomes the usual frameset and given
boundaries and using it's own knowledge and skills, transcending through the media, becomes more
or less a pop star. She prefers to have an act /or gig more then to have an exhibition. She is an
exhibitionist and exhibition herself. 
Lately, experiments with 3D real -place barbie-doll ambiental installations twisting, pranking,
overlapping and manipulating sense and sensuality, personal and emotional.
when you know, you can feel.
when you feel, you might not know.
Shortly: writes, designs, cooks, initiates, teaches, talks and compiles. surface navigator & explorer.
communicator & perpetuator. web author. cd rom concept player. electronic publishing coordinator.
brand manager. hacker's icon. cyber queen. creative adviser. stiletto feminist. fraulein activist.
cultural provocateur. on-air, on-site, on-line. fanta-phenomenologist. in constant state of flux.
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